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Abstract 

Background: Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is the most common form of autoimmune arthritis, but the prevalence in 
Australia is unknown. We estimated RA period prevalence and identified factors associated with frequent RA hos-
pitalisations, using linked administrative health and state-specific Australian Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS) 
datasets in Western Australia (WA) from 1995 to 2014.

Methods: This was a longitudinal population-based cohort study using two independent datasets to identify preva-
lent RA patients. RA prevalence was calculated per 1000 hospital separations and biological therapy users. RA patients 
were identified in the WA linked health dataset using ICD codes 714.0–714.9 and M05.00–M06.99. Dispensing data on 
biological therapy for RA were obtained from PBS records and converted to defined daily doses /1000 population/day. 
Multivariable logistic regression was used to analyse factors associated with frequent RA hospitalisations (> 2/year), 
controlling for sex, age, and geographic locations. Potential interactions were assessed using logistic regression in a 
stepwise approach.

Results: A total of 17,125 RA patients had 50,353 hospital separations between 1995 and 2014, averaging three hos-
pitalisations per patient over 20 years. The RA period prevalence was 3.4 per 1000 separations (0.34%; 95% CI 0.33–
0.34), while the RA period prevalence based on biological therapy use was 0.36% (95% CI 0.35–0.37). The corrected 
RA prevalence based on biological therapy usage was 0.36% (95% CI 0.35–0.37) for the 2005–2009 and increased to 
0.72% (95% CI 0.70–0.74) in 2010–2014 period. Associated factors for frequent RA hospitalisations were being female 
[1.21 (95% CI 1.15–1.26)], aged 60–69 years [4.45 (95% CI 3.74–5.30)], living in rural areas [1.12 (95% CI 1.02–1.24)]. The 
odd ratio of interaction between these associated factors was 1.34 (95% CI 1.16–1.55).

Conclusion: The minimal prevalence of RA in Western Australia is 0.34–0.36%, which falls within the literature range. 
Older female RA patients in rural were more likely to be hospitalised, suggesting unmet primary care for needs.

Key points 

• The study estimated a minimum prevalence of Rheumatoid Arthritis of 0.34% in Western Australia based on 
hospital diagnosis records over 20 years and 0.36% based on biological therapy dispensing over a decade.

• The study found that older females with Rheumatoid Arthritis who live in rural areas are more likely to experi-
ence frequent hospitalisations suggesting unmet needs in their primary care access.
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Background
Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a heterogeneous chronic 
autoimmune disease that affects the synovial joint lin-
ing and may result in permanent joint destruction, 
premature death, and socioeconomic burden [1]. RA 
is deemed a multifactorial disorder in which numer-
ous hereditary and environmental factors affect the 
disease prevalence [2]. The global prevalence of RA is 
estimated to be 0.46% in population-based studies [3], 
but there is a paucity of data from Australia. The prev-
alence of RA in the Australian population has been 
estimated at 1.9%, based on self-reported data as part 
of the National Health Survey (2017–2018) [4]. This 
would make Australia the country with the world’s 
highest reported RA prevalence [5], but self-reported 
diagnosis is unreliable for identifying RA cases as only 
a low proportion (21–34%) will have RA verified upon 
clinical review [6].

Although RA is one of Australia’s national health 
priority areas and gathering information about the 
RA burden of disease was one of the national action 
plans from 2004 to 2006 [7], epidemiological studies 
on RA are scarce. Prevalence data have become par-
ticularly essential in recent years as more treatment 
options have become available [1] and can offers a 
framework for predicting present and growing health 
care service requirements [8]. Information on RA 
prevalence at local, national and international levels 
through population-based studies provides insight on 
patient outcomes, health care utilization, and related 
costs needed for evidenced-based policy responses [9]. 
Our recent meta-analysis confirmed that data on RA 
prevalence in Australia are very limited and Western 
Australia figures may serve as a proxy for national data 
[3]. Linked administrative health data can provide a 
timely and cost-effective approach for epidemiological 
study in the Australian population [10]. Also, the use 
of medication prescriptions database provides a reli-
able prevalence estimate of several chronic diseases, 
including rheumatologic conditions in the general 
population [11, 12].

We undertook the present study to describe the prev-
alence of RA based on two independent data sources 
namely linked hospital admission data and biologic 
disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (bDMARDs) 
usage by RA patients in Western Australia (WA) 
between 1995 and 2014. This study also analysed fac-
tors associated with frequent RA hospitalisations.

Methods
Study design
This was a longitudinal population-based cohort study 
using two independent datasets to identify prevalent 
RA patients. This included 1) a statewide linked admin-
istrative health hospital-based datasets over the period 
1995–2014 and 2) a state-specific Australian Pharmaceu-
tical Benefits Scheme (PBS) dataset on usage of biological 
DMARD (b-DMARDS) for RA in WA from 2003 to 2014. 
We followed the STrengthening the Reporting of OBser-
vational studies in Epidemiology (STROBE) guidelines 
[13] to ensure the accuracy and completeness of report-
ing (Additional file 1: Table S1).

Data sources
The Western Australian Rheumatic Disease Epidemio-
logical Registry (WARDER) [14, 15] contains deidentified 
longitudinally linked health data for all hospital-ascer-
tained RA patients in the WA Hospital Morbidity Data 
Collection, Emergency Data Collection, and the WA 
Death Registry. WARDER data were extracted and linked 
by the WA Data Linkage Branch through probabilistic 
matching with clerical review based on patient’s name, 
date of birth, sex and residential address with high link-
age accuracy (99.9%) [16]. RA patients were identified in 
the WARDER as those patients with a hospital separation 
listing a physician-based discharge primary or second-
ary diagnosis of RA using the International Classifica-
tion of Diseases (ICD) codes for RA (ICD-9-AM for the 
period from January 1995 to June 1999, and ICD-10-AM 
for the period July 1999 to June 2015). The list of diag-
nostic codes used for extraction were verified by the 
Western Australian clinical coding authority in the WA 
Department of Health and shown in Additional file  1: 
Table S2. RA patients were excluded if they had at least 
two consecutive health contacts for other different types 
of arthritis, such as psoriatic arthritis, ankylosing spon-
dylitis, other spondyloarthropathies or connective tis-
sue disorders [17]. This method has shown a higher than 
90% positive predictive value (PPV) for identifying RA 
patients based on rheumatologist‐reported diagnosis as a 
reference standard [18].

The PBS has subsidised bDMARD therapy for RA since 
2003. De-identified dispensing data of bDMARDs was 
obtained from the public domain based on PBS codes 
for authority required scripts, that are specific for RA 
and require that the diagnosis is made by a rheumatolo-
gist [19]. Dispensing date were converted to defined daily 
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doses (DDD)/1000 population/day using the WA general 
population census [20]. The DDD for each drug was iden-
tified from the World Health Organisation (WHO) for 
the 2021 ATC/DDD Index [21]. If no detail on the DDD 
value was available, the value was determined based on 
the recommended daily dose for RA bDMARDs in Aus-
tralia [22].

Statistical methods
Descriptive statistics were determined for all patient 
characteristics, with results presented as mean and 
standard deviation for continuous variables and counts 
and proportions for categorical variables.

We estimated RA period-prevalence rates per 1,000 
hospital separations and annual average percentage 
changes, with the total number of hospital separations 
each year and five-year period (1995–1999, 2000–2004, 
2005–2009, 2010–2014). Each year, the total number 
of hospital separations is obtained from the Australian 
Institute of Health and Welfare (AIHW) domain. We also 
used bDMARDs utilisation to estimate the period-prev-
alence of RA in the WA population between 2003 and 
2014. bDMARDs utilisation was measured as the total 
number of DDD/1000 population/day each year of the 
study period.

Period-prevalence of RA was calculated as the num-
ber of patients who used standard doses daily of RA 
bDMARDs treatment during a five-year period (2005–
2009 and 2010–2014), divided by the WA general pop-
ulation at the period midpoint. We assumed that the 
proportion of patients who used bDMARDs reflects 50% 
of RA in the community based on published literature 
[23, 24], as no adequate utilisation studies are available 
in Australia. Thus, RA prevalence was also corrected by 
a factor of 2 (100/50) to estimate RA prevalence in WA 
general population from these data.

Frequent RA hospital separation was defined as two or 
more separations for RA diagnostic codes (primary or 
secondary) in a calendar year [25]. The potential associ-
ated factors assessed were sex, age, and geographic loca-
tions as commonly published in the literature [5, 26, 27]. 
The Accessibility/Remoteness Index of Australia (ARIA) 
is an index of remoteness derived from road distance 
measures between populated localities and service cen-
tres. Using patient’s baseline residential postcode, they 
were assigned to three geographical population settings: 
urban (major cities), rural (inner and outer regional) and 
remote areas (remote and very remote areas). We used 
the multivariable logistic regression to identify factors 
associated with frequent RA hospital separations as a 
binomial outcome. Each model was controlled for sex, 
age, and geographic locations. Potential interactions were 
assessed using logistic regression in a backward stepwise 

selection approach. Adjusted odds ratios (OR) and 95% 
confidence intervals (CI) were calculated. Unfortunately, 
PBS data was limited to the utilisation use of biological 
treatments based on DDD. The PBS data do not contain 
any covariates (sex, gender, or geographical location) to 
perform regression models. The joinpoint regression 
method was used to understand the significant changes 
in the prevalence of RA over time. All statistical analyses 
were performed in R version 4.0.2, with statistical signifi-
cance set at two-tailed with the alpha level of 0.05.

Ethics approval
Ethic approval of de-identified data of this study was 
granted by the WA Department of Health Human 
Research Ethics Committee (approval number 2016/24) 
and the Human Research Ethics Committee of the 
University of Western Australia (approval number 
RA/4/20/4070). The ethics approval letter can be found 
in Additional file 1: Appendix A.

Results
Period‑prevalence of RA—hospital data
Over the study period, the total number of hospital sepa-
rations in WA was 14,936,094. When combined with 
the total number of hospital separations for RA patients 
(50,353), this produces an RA prevalence of 0.34% (3.4 
per 1000 hospital separations). The estimated period-
prevalence of RA was 0.7%, 0.27%, 0.28%, and 0.23% for 
the time periods 1995–1999, 2000–2004, 2005–2009, and 
2010–2014 respectively (Fig. 1).

Among all 17,125 patients (mean age was 
62.8 ± 16.1 years, 73% female) hospitalisation rates (aver-
age of three hospitalisations over 20  years) were higher 
for females than males (Additional file 1: Table S3). Most 
RA patients lived in urban areas (78.0%), 16% lived in 
rural areas, and 6.1% lived in remote areas. The total 
length of stays was 343,128  days over the study period 
(Additional file 1: Table S4). The mean length of stay in 
females dropped from 11  days (95% CI 14.27–7.66) in 
1995 to 3.75 days (95% CI 4.14–3.35) in 2014. For males, 
the mean length of stay declined from 8  days (95% CI 
8.65–7.38) in 1995 to 5.23  days (95% CI 6.48–3.97) in 
2014.

Multivariable logistic regression analysis to iden-
tify factors associated with frequent hospitalisations in 
RA patients (Table  1) found increased odds for females 
(OR 1.21, 95% CI 1.15–1.26, P < 0.01), patients in the 
age group between 60 and 69  years (OR 4.45, 95% CI 
3.74–5.30, P < 0.01), and rural residents (OR 1.12, 95% CI 
1.02–1.24, P < 0.01), compared with the reference cate-
gory (males, patients aged less than 19 years, and remote 
areas).
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The odd ratio of interaction between these associated 
factors was 1.34 (95% CI 1.16–1.55) and interaction 

analysis can be found in the Additional file 1: Table S5. 
The joinpoint regression analysis identified a 

Fig. 1 The prevalence of rheumatoid arthritis in Western Australia extrapolated from hospitalisations over time. RA = rheumatoid arthritis

Table 1 Patients related characteristics and adjusted associated factors with frequent hospital separations for rheumatoid arthritis 
patients in Western Australia (1995–2014)

ARIA Accessibility/Remoteness Index of Australia; CI confidence intervals; OR odds ratios; RA rheumatoid arthritis

†Adjusted for age, sex, and geographic locations

‡The age group included juvenile rheumatoid arthritis

Characteristics n (%) Frequent 
hospitalisations 
(%)

Non frequent 
hospitalisations (%)

OR (95% CI) Adjusted OR (95% CI)† Wald test 
(P‑value)

Sex

Male 13,798 (27.4%) 10,298 (74.6%) 3500 (25.4%) 1 1 –

Female 36,555 (72.6%) 28,427 (77.8%) 8128 (22.2%) 1.18 (1.13–1.24) 1.21 (1.15–1.26) .01

Age groups

≤ 19‡ 546 (1.1%) 254 (46.5%) 292 (53.5%) 1 1 –

20–29 1,334 (2.6%) 945 (70.8%) 389 (29.2%) 2.79 (2.27–3.43) 2.74 (2.23–3.37) < .01

30–44 5,373 (10.7%) 4,055 (75.5%) 1318 (24.5%) 3.53 (2.95–4.23) 3.52 (2.94–4.21)  < .01

45–59 13,269 (26.4%) 10,541 (79.4%) 2728 (20.6%) 4.44 (3.73–5.28) 4.45 (3.74–5.29) < .01

60–69 11,815 (23.4%) 9,381 (79.4%) 2434 (20.6%) 4.43 (3.72–5.27) 4.45 (3.74–5.30) < .01

70–84 15,361 (30.5%) 11,620 (75.6%) 3741 (24.4%) 3.57 (3.00–4.24) 3.55 (2.99–4.22) < .01

85+ 2655 (5.3%) 1929 (72.7%) 726 (27.3%) 3.05 (2.53–3.68) 2.97 (2.46–3.59) < .01

ARIA classification

Remote 3053 (6.1%) 2303 (75.4%) 750 (24.6%) 1 1 –

Rural 8065 (16.0%) 6,223 (77.2%) 1842 (22.8%) 1.10 (0.99–1.21) 1.12 (1.02–1.24) .01

Major cities 39,235 (77.9%) 30,199 (77%) 9036 (23%) 1.08 (0.99–1.18) 1.11 (1.01–1.21) .01
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breakpoint in 2001 at which statistically significant 
changes occurred in RA prevalence over time (Addi-
tional file 1: Fig. S1).

Period‑prevalence of RA–PBS data
Total (DDD/1000 population/day) for RA and the num-
ber of RA patients that use the standard daily dose of 
RA bDMARDs in WA over the study period are listed in 
Additional file 1: Table S6 and Fig. 2.

Based on these data, the estimated period-prevalence 
of RA was 0.18% for 2005–2009 and rose to 0.36% for 
2010–2014 (Additional file  1: Fig. S2). The annual aver-
age change increased by 60.2% in RA patients who used 
the DDD of RA bDMARDs since 2003 (Additional 
file 1: Table S6). The corrected RA prevalence based on 
bDMARDs usage was 0.36% and 0.72% for the 2005–
2009 and 2010–2014 periods, respectively.

Discussion
This study found the minimum prevalence of RA in WA 
to be 0.34% based on hospital diagnosis records over 
20 years and 0.36% based on bDMARDs dispensing over 
a decade. These estimates align with the international lit-
erature [26, 28], but are well below the 1.9% prevalence 
reported by national agencies such as the AIHW [4]. The 
current study findings indicate that self-reported RA 
data in Australia significantly overestimate the preva-
lence of RA [6], consistent with confirmed (0.27%) versus 

self-reported prevalence (1.9%) data from South Korea 
[28].

The estimates of RA prevalence in this study should be 
considered minimum prevalence rates as they are based 
on two separate population-based datasets. RA patients 
who were never admitted to hospital may have been 
missed, but in the literature, the mean number of hospital 
admissions for RA patients for disease complications or 
comorbidity varies from 0.13 to 0.34 per year [29], which 
lies within the range of the current study’s annual RA 
hospital separations (0.15%). This suggests that the long-
term observation in this study covered the large majority 
of RA patients state-wide.

Also, the study found no evidence that RA separa-
tions were over-represented in the hospital data, as RA 
separations were less than separations for other condi-
tions. Similarly, not all RA patients need to progress to 
bDMARD and access to subsidised biological therapy in 
Australia is restricted to patients with severe or unre-
sponsive disease as assessed by the treating rheuma-
tologist. Based on scarce literature data and personal 
experience, we assumed that this regards 50% of all RA 
patients in WA and accordingly corrected the RA period 
prevalence which fell within the range of prevalence esti-
mates derived from Australian general practice data [30].

Our data are also consistent with findings by the South 
Swedish Arthritis group [31], where RA prevalence 
based on a rheumatologist‐reported diagnosis and the 

Fig. 2 The prevalence of rheumatoid arthritis in Western Australia extrapolated from biological therapy usage data over time. RA = rheumatoid 
arthritis
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use biological therapies was 0.66% [31]. Given the rapid 
expansion of biological therapies since 2003, not surpris-
ing that the corrected period-prevalence estimate based 
on bDMARDs utilisation in our study rose to 0.72% by 
2014. This agrees with our previous study on diagnostic 
accuracy of RA [18], where adding the biological codes 
further improved case ascertainment based on rheuma-
tologist‐reported diagnosis [18]. Similarly, in the Korean 
study, the addition of bDMARD codes in the RA case 
definition identified RA patients with a high degree of 
accuracy (PPV 97.2%) [32].

In our study, the rapid increase of bDMARDs preva-
lence from 0.36% by 2009 to 0.72% by 2014 has impor-
tant implications for health care utilisation and increase 
costs [33], although most of these effects are attribut-
able to early and aggressive therapy in combination with 
conventional DMARDs in terms of disease control and 
achieve remission for a large proportion of RA patients. 
This can be seen clearly in context of falling level in hos-
pital admission for RA based on increase of bDMARDs 
utilisation, which is a complete turnaround of the earlier 
therapeutic pyramid [34, 35].

Finally, we identified females aged 60–69 as the group 
with the highest admission rates, which is consistent 
with literature [28, 36, 37]. Our data suggests that living 
in rural areas of WA adds to the possibility of being fre-
quently hospitalised for RA, which could indicate limited 
local access to primary health care [38]. Based on litera-
ture, postulated reasons for frequent hospitalisations of 
RA older females in rural areas include rheumatologists’ 
shortage [38], delay in earlier diagnosis and treatment of 
RA [39], and a lower socioeconomic status of the rural 
population [40].

The study’s main strength is the availability of vali-
dated whole-population linked health data for a 20 years 
observation period and PBS based dispensing data over 
10  years, which allowed an estimate of RA prevalence 
from two separate sources, but both using a physician-
confirmed RA diagnosis. This resulted in a sufficient 
sample size and power to estimate the prevalence in WA 
and the generalisability findings to estimate and compare 
RA prevalence with other Australian states.

There are some limitations to this study. The case defi-
nition of RA included all ages and therefore included 
juvenile rheumatoid arthritis, which is different from 
adult RA in symptoms, remission period and disabil-
ity [41]. However, the study added this age group as an 
age group reference for RA cases and also bDMARDs 
have been used to treat Juvenile RA since 2003 [42]. RA 
patients who were not admitted to the hospital over the 
20-year study period have not been included in the hos-
pital data.

Also, as not all RA patients require bDMARD therapy, 
we corrected the bDMARD-based RA prevalence accord-
ing to the best available evidence. We assumed that the 
proportion of patients who used bDMARDs reflects 50% 
of RA in the community based on published literature 
[23, 24], as no adequate utilisation studies are available in 
Australia. This may either be an underestimate or overes-
timate without more reliable data.

Conclusion
The estimated prevalence of RA in Western Australia 
over the study period was 0.35%, which is in line with 
international data but well below the figure currently 
employed by national organisations in Australia. The 
study found that older females with RA who live in rural 
areas are more likely to experience frequent hospitali-
sations suggesting unmet needs in their primary care 
access.
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